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This is what I am dreaming to do! 
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Whenever a child feels uncomfortable or being ill, as a mother, she would do 

her best to minimise the ills and pains. Therefore, it happened by chance, heard 
from the supervisor mentioned the goodness and good will of the heart about 
learning Longevitology, “Right, this is what I dream of to do!” Felt happy in my 
heart, from then on I often search for the web site of Longevitology on the internet, 
made a note of the courses dates and related information. 

I remembered just before the course starting, my child’s nose was severely 
blocked, unable to breath through his nose, at night he was sleeping with his mouth 
opened, that made his lips so dried, even started to bleed.. From his heavy 
breathing, also made I unable to sleep had to wake him up and put him in a 
comfortable position to sleep. 

The first day at the class, had the chakras 7 and 6 opened, the teacher 
mentioned that we already have the energy to apply adjustments for people, 
without wasting any moment and followed the teacher’s guidance. When the child 
is sleeping, treat the blocked nose problem, when I placed my hands on my child’s 
head and nose that moment, I could feel my own chakras 7 and 6 seems having a 
kind of strong current passing through, the body was moving non-stop. The tips of 
the fingers have pins and needles feeling, it is like movie acting, really is amazing! 
Approximately 20 minutes passed, I could hear my child’s breathing from the 
mouth moved to the nose, immediately I see the amazement of Longevitology. My 
confidence increased, continued to apply adjustments for my child, after another 10 
minutes, the noisy breathing sound slowly reduced, gradually and finally I could 
hear the breathing sound that made my heart feel save. For the following days, and 
with more chakras opening, I could feel the universal energy continuously entering 
the body, even when I apply adjustments to my child, with my eyes closed; I could 
see light from top of my head like a waterfall coming down. Now, as soon as my 
heart quiet down, I could feel the wonders of universal energy inside the body 
moving around. 

There is a saying “ to give is more fortunate than to receive”, during this 


